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Putting proteins back into water
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We introduce a simplified protein model where the solvent~water! degrees of freedom appear explicitly
~although in an extremely simplified fashion!. Using this model we are able to recover the thermodynamic
phenomenology of proteins over a wide range of temperatures. In particular we describe both the warm and the
cold protein denaturation within a single framework, while addressing important issues about the structure of
model proteins.
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One of the main goals of statistical physics in the l
decade has been to understand the ‘‘folding code’’: how
amino-acid sequence of a protein~coded in DNA, the ‘‘ge-
netic code’’!, uniquely determines its functional~‘‘native’’ !
structure, or fold. Understanding the principles that drive
protein to fold to its native structure is of great concept
and practical relevance, since it could lead, for example
high specificity drugs.

Proteins are extremely complex structures: they are l
heteropolymers made of up to 20 different amino-acids s
cies, each of them with its own chemical, electrostatic a
steric properties; the physiological solvent, an aqueous s
tion, and its characteristics play a fundamental role both
the dynamics and in the thermodynamics of folding. It
therefore not surprising that only in recent times statisti
physicists have begun working on this problem, mainly af
the introduction of the so-called HP model@1#, where the
above mentioned richness has been reduced to a manag
level. In the HP model, proteins are modeled as self-avoid
polymers on a lattice~two or three dimensional!, greatly re-
ducing the number of accessible conformations@2#. The
chemical and electrostatic properties of amino-acids h
also been simplified: indeed, it has been recognized that
main force stabilizing the native conformations of globu
proteins is thehydrophobicityof nonpolar amino acids@3#.
Consequently, the important properties of amino acids
reduced to two: they are either polar~ions or dipoles, labeled
with P! or nonpolar~H!.

Hydrophobicity can be described as the tendency of
drophobic molecules to reduce as much as possible their
face of contact with water: two hydrophobic molecules try
stick together in order to hide from water their mutual s
face of contact. Consequently, hydrophobicity has been
troduced in the HP model as an effective attractive inter
tion between H amino-acids. Then, the solvent degree
freedom can be neglected. Here we show that such a sim
fication can be removed, and water can be taken into
count, keeping the complexity of the model at a still ma
ageable level: the benefits are a better description of
protein phenomenology~namely, cold destabilization and
eventually denaturation@4,5#! and some insights on the stru
ture of the protein core.

In the last fifteen years there has been a growing bod
evidence for the so calledcold destabilizationof proteins:
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the free energy differenceDFD
N between denaturate and n

tive conformations of proteins has parabolic shape, wit
maximum at temperatures of the order of 15225 °C, or
lower, implying that at lower temperatures the native conf
mation is less and less stable. In some cases, even thecold
denaturationof proteins has been obtained@6#.

The HP model is unable to deal with cold destabilizati
since its low temperature state is compact and more
more stable down toT50: is a good description of cold
destabilization and eventually denaturation relevant for p
tein folding? We think that the answer is affirmative for
least two reasons.

In order to describe protein folding with a simple mode
it is important to capture the essential physics of the proc
at the temperatures at which it takes place. If the stability
native conformations of proteins begins to decrease be
15225 °C, it is unlikely, at leasta priori, that the physics
responsible for such a behavior is not important around
maximal stability temperature, in a range relevant forin vivo
protein folding. A further reason to believe that a go
model for protein folding should also agree with the co
destabilization phenomenology is that, actually, there is
clear-cut distinction between the physics that stabilizes p
teins, and the one that destabilizes them. In both case
reanalysis of the concept of hydrophobicity and of hydroph
bic hydration is necessary.

Already Frank and Evans@7# identified the origin of hy-
drophobicity in the partial ordering of water around nonpo
molecules~such as, for example, pentane, benzene and s
amino acids!. Water molecules tend to build icelike cage
around nonpolar molecules. Although a detailed analysis
these structures is, to our knowledge, still lacking~actually
recently some better understanding and consensus are em
ing @8–11#!, we can guess their energetic and entropic pr
erties. Indeed, water molecules forming these cages
highly hydrogen bonded, much as in ice; consequently, th
formation is energetically favorable with respect to bulk li
uid water. Yet, the possible molecular arrangements in
cages are a small number compared to all the disorde
molecular conformations typical of liquid water. The latt
are energetically unfavorable with respect to bulk water
cause water molecules fail to form hydrogen bonds with
drophobic amino acids. Therefore the free energy of form
tion of a cage (Fcage2Fno cage5DF) is a balance between a
8449 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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enthalpy gain/loss and an entropy loss/gain: ordered ca
give an enthalpy gain (DH,0) and an entropy loss (DS
,0); the scenario is the opposite for disordered states. A
the above arguments call for a model able to reproduce~at
least qualitatively! such a rich phenomenology.

The model we propose here borrows two of the simpl
cations from the HP model: proteins are still modeled
heteropolymers on a lattice, made of just two differe
amino-acid species: polar~P! and nonpolar~H!. Then, weput
proteins back into water: every site of the lattice that is no
occupied by the polymer is occupied by water~in general, by
a group of water molecules that can be arranged inq states!.
Water is described using the Muller-Lee-Graziano~MLG!
two-states model@Fig. 1~a!# @8,9#, that Silversteinet al. have
recently shown to be consistent with a molecular mode
the water-amino-acid system@11#. The energy of eachH
amino acid depends on the states of the water sites it i
contact with: as a simplifying assumption@see Fig. 1~b!#, we
say that out of theq possible states of a water site, one can
singled out to be a cage conformation~labeleds50), ener-
getically favorable with energy2J(J.0), and the remain-
ing q21(s51, . . . ,q21) states are energetically unfavo
able with energyK.0 ~they represent the disordered sta
of reduced hydrogen-bond coordination!. We stress that the
term (un)favorableis always with respect to bulk liquid wa
ter. Water sites that are not in contact withH amino acids
~that is, bulk water sites! do not contribute to the energ
~whereas they would have an energetic description accor
to the MLG model, that yet has five free parameters,
many for a simple theoretical model!. P amino acids do not
interact with water so that their energy is always 0: suc
crude approximation is made with the idea that hydrophob
ity is the leading effect stabilizing the native conformation
proteins. Some better description of the water-P interac
would be welcome, but such an ingredient is unnecessary
our present purposes.

FIG. 1. Bimodal effective models. Panel~a!: MLG model, with
bimodal energy distributions both for bulk and shell water m
ecules. The lower levels represent ordered group of water m
ecules, the higher levels disordered ones. The order of energie
of degeneracies, as obtained from experiments, isEds.Edb.Eob

.Eos and qds.qdb.qob.qos (ds5disordered shell,os5ordered
shell, db5disordered bulk,ob5ordered bulk!. Panel~b!: the sim-
plified bimodal energy distribution, with just two free parametersK
andq, since we can takeJ as energy scale.
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Given a protein ofN amino acids, with the sequenc
a1 ,a2 , . . . ,aN (ai5P or H), the energy of the protein is
then

E5 (
^ i ,H&

@2Jdsj ,0
1K~12dsj ,0

!# ~1!

where the sum is over the water sites that are nearest ne
bors of someH amino acid. Starting from~1! we can write
the partition function of the system as

ZN5(
C

ZN~C!, ~2!

whereZN(C) is the partition function associated to a sing
conformationC:

ZN~C!5qn0(C)@~q21!e2bK1ebJ#n1(C), ~3!

where the dependence on the water degrees of freedom
been explicitly calculated.n1(C) is the number of water site
nearest neighbors of someH amino acid,n0 is the number of
bulk water sites.

We deal with model proteins of length up toN517 on
the square lattice, and compute the partition function, a
all the thermodynamic quantities and averages by ex
enumeration of the 2155667 different conformations. W
show the results for the particular sequen
PHPPHPPHPHPPHPPHH. We chooseJ51 ~actually,
bothK and the temperatureT can be normalized with respec
to J), K52 and q5105 ~a better determination of thes
values could come from molecular dynamics and structu
studies!. We take the Boltzmann constantkB51.

In Fig. 2 the specific heatCv , and the average number o
monomer-monomer contacts,nc , are shown. The low-
temperature peak in the specific heat coincides with a ju
of nc : at lower temperatures the protein is swollen, a
maximizes the number of water-H contacts, in agreem
with cold denaturation. The number of contacts,nc , begins
decreasing coinciding with the high-temperature peak of

-
l-
nd

FIG. 2. Specific heat, monomer-monomer contacts and num
of water sites in an excited state for the protein shown in the in
J51, K52, andq5105.
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specific heat, that therefore coincides with the usual wa
denaturation phenomenon. BetweenTc and Tw there is a
region where the most probable conformation is the one
resented in the inset of Fig. 2: as it can be seen, it is com
with a hydrophobic core, out of reach for water~we also
checked that thisnativestate is unique, in that its Boltzman
weight is the largest aboveTc). We have analyzed the be
havior of different protein lengths and of different sequenc
and we have always found the same qualitative behavio
Cv andnc . Our model is therefore able to describe, within
single framework, both cold and warm denaturation. Mo
over, it shows a native state with a mostly hydrophobic co

Although the ratio betweenTc and Tw in Fig. 2 is un-
physical, using the full MLG model it is possible to com
closer to real values: the price to be paid is the larger num
of parameters to adjust. In this paper we address the phy
principles responsible for the thermodynamic behavior
proteins on a broad range of temperatures: we believe
the differences between the bimodal model and the M
model ~and other possible more refined models! govern the
details of the behavior more than the essential features.

We next compare the free energy, enthalpy and entr
variations of the folding of our model with those from th
literature@4,5#. Indeed, such a comparison is a difficult on
since it is hard to define what a denatured state is in
theoretical calculations. Therefore, as a simple approxi
tion, we consider as denaturate those conformations wit
most 4 monomer-monomer contacts~a polymer of 17 mono-
mers over a square lattice has at most 9 monomer-mono
contacts!. The native state has 8 monomer-monomer c
tacts.

In Fig. 3 we showFDenaturate2FNative5DFN
D , DHN

D and
TDSN

D . They coincide qualitatively with the ones from e
periments@4,5#. We point out the presence of two temper
tures below and above whichDFN

D,0: the denatured state o
our model protein is more stable than the native state.
tween these two temperatures, instead,DFN

D.0, and the na-
tive state is the most stable. In the same temperature ra
whereDFN

D.0, DHN
D andTDSN

D have a strong temperatur

FIG. 3. Free energy, enthalpy, and entropy~timesT) differences
between denatured conformations and the native one~shown in the
inset of Fig. 2!, for the same parameter values as in Fig. 2. Sin
TDS grows linearly at high temperatures,DS saturates.
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dependence: they even change sign, a signature of the
physics behind the water-protein system. At high tempe
tures we find that bothDHN

D andDSN
D saturate (TDS grows

linearly, thereforeDS saturates!, as experimentally observe
@5#. Some particular care should be paid to the low tempe
ture behavior ofDHN

D and TDSN
D . Indeed,DHN

D goes to a
constant value, which is consistent with a lower bound
the energies, andTDSN

D tends to 0 withT. Experiments
should be made belowTc to assess such a behavior~although
a recent model suggests such a scenario@10#!. We find there-
fore that our model reproduces qualitatively the known ca
rimetric data of protein denaturation over a broad range
temperatures.

The hydrophobic effect is often modeled through attra
tive effective HH interactions. Within our framework, we
consider a system of twoH amino acids in solution and we
compare the partition function of the system when the t
amino acids are in contact,Zc , with the one when the two
amino acids have no mutual contactsZ0. The effective at-
tractive interaction is defined ase5T ln(Zc /Z0) (e is positive
if attractive, with this definition!. TheT→` limit is

e~T→`!52K2
2

q
~K1J! ~4!

and is attractive for large values ofq: it is the usual hydro-
phobic effective interaction. Yet, theT50 limit is e
522J, repulsive. A meaningful effective interaction shou
at least include such a temperature dependence. Actually
strong temperature dependence ofe is not the only limitation
to a definition of an attractiveHH interaction. Indeed, such
an interaction can be meaningful only for amino acids s
rounded by water molecules, but it cannot be defined in
core of proteins, where water is absent. As a consequenc
the absence of some true interactions between amino a
the hydrophobic interaction alone is not able to favor th
modynamically the native state against different comp
states obtained by reordering only the core of the protein.
an example, the two conformations in Fig. 4, correspond
to the sequencePPHPPPPPPPPPHHHP have the same
probability to occur in our model, since they hide and expo
to water the same number of H amino acids.

Therefore this model suggests that it is improper to defi
interactions of hydrophobic origin inside proteins, and th
the detailed structure of the cores of proteins should be
bilized by other mechanisms. Indeed, in the biochemis
literature the debate is still strong whether the hydropho

e

FIG. 4. Two different conformations of the same sequence
fering only for a reorganization of the core amino acids.
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interaction alone is able to enforce the full native state
proteins or other interactions should also be taken into
count @12#. Effective interactions can be safely define
whenever they substitute some nonchanging environm
When a protein is folding, its amino acids find instead
ever changingenvironment that depends on water and on
other amino acids. Even the reliability of two-body effecti
interactions vs many-body ones is an open issue still to
settled. It is therefore intrinsically difficult to define effectiv
potentials of some general validity between amino acids:
model points out such a problem for hydrophobic inter
tions.
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In conclusion, we have introduced a model of proteins
water that is able to reproduce the known features of prote
~namely, cold destabilization and warm denaturation, a
tive state with a mostly hydrophobic core, and the corr
free energy, enthalpy and entropy of folding!. We also
checked our results for different protein lengths, sequen
parameter values and even implementing the full ML
model for the description of water. Although some deta
may change, the overall behavior is consistent and rob
Moreover, lattice models are intended to be only quali
tively instructive, whereas a quantitative description can
given only by more detailed off-lattice models.
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